Radios, Docks and AV Separates
“Endearing to look at, engaging to listen
to and easy to use.”
“Top marks for the Q2”
What Hi-Fi? Sound and Vision
March 2011

“cunningly simple...Hi-Fi boffinery
makes sound quality surprisingly good...
we love Q2 internet radio.”
The Times (December 2010)

“refreshingly different and interesting”
“Audio quality is very good”
“Volume is loud enough to fill a big room
and there’s no distortion even at maximum.”
“It’s incredibly easy to use …. long battery
life …. the ideal choice”
Q2’s approach to Wi-Fi Internet Radio is different. It’s not about bells & whistles it’s about simplicity. Results
from their research is overwhelmingly clear, that despite the fact we all have access to the many thousands
of radio stations and channels to choose from online, we all gravitate to just a handful of our favourite
stations in the end! Q2 Wi-Fi Internet Radio has no buttons or controls and has just 4 presets. To change a
channel, just turn the Q2 cube on to one of its sides, 4 sides 4 channels. To raise or lower the volume, just
tip the Q2 Radio up or tilt it down.
Q2 Wi-Fi Radio has changed the way in which we access the internet. Like all other Internet Receivers on
the market Q2 offers you exactly the same access to choice. For the many thousands of satisfied customers
that have already purchased the Q2 Wi-Fi Internet Radio one thing is coming across loud and clear, you love
Q2 Radio; you love its simplicity & style, its cuteness & fun and its performance verses size. And that it’s
not just about having quick access to the many thousands of podcasts and radio stations from around the
world, it’s about having quick access to the 4 that you really love.
Q2 has become for many a window to the sounds, music and news from their home towns or country. It
connects them with their favourite musical genres from all around the world. It connects them to their
preferred faith and religion or sports and news. It opens up a world of traditional and contemporary
children’s content and so on.
From what we are hearing, it would seem that for many, Q2 has become more than a just an Internet Radio,
it’s become a companion. So come on and join the Q2 revolution.

ExpertReviews.co.uk (December 2010)

“The sound quality, for a little box...
is absolutely exceptional”
“A wonderful and exceptionally
innovative device”
FInancial Times
March 2011

“made of nothing but cuteness”
Slashgear.com
November 2010

“Great fun and excellent
sound quality”
Home Cinema Choice
April 2011
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Radios, Docks and AV Separates

Q2 Internet Radio
The internet radio that is simple and fun to use, just tilt it to change station or tip it to raise or lower the volume.

“cuter than a Labrador puppy dressed as Angelina Jolie.”
“the meatiest sound quality we’ve heard from a single speaker product”
“some cunning trickery is going on with the audio performance to
make it sound much better, cleaner and crisper than a lot of radios
out there, Internet or otherwise.”
Pocket-lint (November 2010)

Q2 Wi-Fi Internet Radio
Features:
• Wi-Fi radio, connects via wireless broadband
• Simple to use - no buttons
• Four presets, just tip over to change
• Tilt it forward or back to raise or lower the volume

“...a truly unique product...utterly adorable...complete lack of

• Easy setup via PC or Mac

any buttons or knobs...

• Receives radio stations from all over the world

nothing short of genius”

• Plays podcasts

TrustedReviews.com (December 2010)

• Re-chargeable battery and mains adapter
• Headphone/line out socket

“refreshingly different and interesting”

• Dimensions of 10x10x10(cm)

“Audio quality is very good”
“Volume is loud enough to fill a big room
and there’s no distortion even at maximum.”
“It’s incredibly easy to use …. long battery
life …. the ideal choice”
ExpertReviews.co.uk (December 2010)

“packs a surprisingly loud punch for a unit of this size”

Stock Code

Description

QT0010

Q2 INTERNET RADIO - WHITE

QT0020

Q2 INTERNET RADIO - black

QT0030

Q2 INTERNET RADIO - PINK

QT0040

Q2 INTERNET RADIO - GREEN

QT0050

Q2 INTERNET RADIO - BLUE

“I can’t remember getting a clearer sound from a speaker this small
- even at higher volumes”
“has put a smile on the face of everyone”
Gizmag (December 2010)

“Speech is clear and crisp, and music is weighty and punchy.”
Stuff.tv (March 2011)
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